accident, abnormal or other unusual occurrence with the
administration of ionizing radiation.

B. Any administration of radiation involving a wrong
patient, a procedure different than that which was authorized
by a licensed practitioner, or a wrong body site imaged,
including those reported in Subsection A of this Section,
shall be internally reported, investigated, documented, and
addressed within the facility. Each registrant shall retain a
record of these occurrences for five years.

C. A registrant shall report any event resulting from
intervention of a patient or human research subject in which
the administration of radiation results or will result in
unintended permanent functional damage to an organ or a
physiological system, as determined by a physician.

D. All reports, notifications, and records shall be in
accordance with LAC 33: XVII.2.C, D, and F.

E. Aside from the notification requirement, nothing in
this Section affects any rights or duties of registrants and
physicians in relation to each other, the individual, or the
individual's responsible relatives or guardians.

AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with R.S.
30:2001 et seq. and 2104.B.

HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Department
of Environmental Quality, Office of Environmental Assessment, LR
31:1064 (May 2005), amended by the Office of the Secretary, Legal
Affairs and Criminal Investigations Division, LR 45:751 (June
2019).

Herman Robinson
General Counsel
1906#017

RULE
Office of the Governor
Board of Architectural Examiners

Continuing Education
(LAC 46:1.1315)

The Board of Architectural Examiners, in accordance with
the provisions of R.S. 49:950 et seq., and through the
authority granted in R.S. 37:144(C), has amended LAC
46:1.1315 pertaining to the continuing education of
architects.

R.S. 37:145(B) provides that persons licensed by the
board to practice architecture may, by rule of the board, be
required to earn annually up to 12 hours of board-approved
continuing education pertaining to building-design in
connection with public health, safety, and welfare. Section
1315.C defines health, safety, and welfare subjects, and
§1315.D requires that architects, unless exempt, complete a
minimum of 12 continuing education hours each calendar
year in health, safety, and welfare subjects as a condition of
renewing registration.

During 2018, the 54 member boards of the National
Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB)
voted to align the health, safety, and welfare subjects with
the current experience areas of the Architectural Experience
Program (AXP—the program one must complete to meet the
experience requirement for licensure) and the practice areas
of the Architect Registration Examination (ARE—the
examination one must pass to meet the examination
requirement for licensure). The board supported this
recommendation. The purpose of the amendment to §1315.C
is to align the health, safety, and welfare subjects in the
continuing education rules with the current experience areas
of the Architectural Experience Program (AXP) and the
practice areas of the Architect Registration Examination
(ARE). This Rule is hereby adopted on the day of
promulgation.

Title 46
PROFESSIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL
STANDARDS
Part I. Architects

Chapter 13. Administration
§1315. Continuing Education
A. - B.3. ...
C. Definitions

***

Health, Safety, and Welfare Subjects—technical and
professional subjects related to the practice of architecture
that the board deems appropriate to safeguard the public and
that are within the following continuing education subject
areas necessary for the proper evaluation, design,
construction, and utilization of buildings and the built
environment.

a. Practice Management. This category focuses on
areas related to the management of architectural practice and
the details of running a business.

b. Project Management. This category focuses on
areas related to the management of architectural projects
through execution.

c. Programming and Analysis. This category focuses on
areas related to the evaluation of project
requirements, constraints, and opportunities.

d. Project Planning and Design. This category focuses on
areas related to the preliminary design of sites
and buildings.

e. Project Development and Documentation. This
category focuses on areas related to the integration and
documentation of building systems, material selection, and
material assemblies into a project.

f. Construction and Evaluation. This category focuses on
areas related to construction contract
administration and post-occupancy evaluation of projects.

***

D. - J.2. ...

AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with R.S.
37:144.

HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Office of the
Governor, Board of Architectural Examiners, LR 29:565 (April
2003), amended LR 33:2419 (November 2007), LR 38:1012 (April
2012), LR 40:1693 (September 2014), LR 45:752 (June 2019).

Katherine E. Hillegas
Director
1906#040